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Intel® Architecture, Code Name Skylake: Energy Efficiency

• Maximize user experience within system constraints
• User experience:
  - Throughput performance
  - Responsiveness
  - Usage
• System constraints
  - Power, Thermal, Energy
  - Form Factor innovation
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Skylake Overview – Power Management View

- Skylake is a SoC consisting of:
  - 2-4 CPU cores, Graphics, media, Ring interconnect, cache
  - Integrated System Agent (SA)
  - On package PCH and eDRAM

- Improved performance with aggressive power savings

- Package Control Unit (PCU):
  - Power management logic and controller firmware
  - Continues tracking of internal statistics
  - Collects internal and external power telemetry: iMon, Psys
  - Interface to higher power management hierarchies: OS, BIOS, EC, graphics driver, DPTF, etc.
Skylake Power Management ID Card

- Up to four independent variable Power domains:
  - CPU cores & ring, PG slice, PG logic and SA
- Other fixed SoC and PCH voltage rails
- High granularity power gating
  - Partial and full core gating, Sub slice Graphics gating, System agent, cache, ring and package power off
- Shared frequency for all Intel® Architecture cores
- Independent frequencies for ring, PG slice & logic
- SA GV for improved performance and battery life
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Legacy Energy-performance Control (P-state)

- **DVFS – Intel SpeedStep® Technology**
  - $P \sim V^2 \cdot f \cdot C_{\text{dynn}} + \text{leakage}(V) \sim f^3$
  - Performance comes at a cost of energy

- **Operating System performs P-state control**
  - P1-Pn frequency table enumerated via ACPI tables
  - Explicit P-state selection

- **Typically demand based algorithm**
  - Policies (AC/DC/Balanced, etc.)
  - Non regular workloads are hard to manage
  - Lower than Pn is used for critical conditions only

Diagram:
- P0 – 1 core
- P0 – 2 cores
- P1
- P2
- Pn
- T-states

- Turbo frequency
- Guaranteed frequency
- OS control
- Energy efficient Frequency (min V)
- Thermal control
Intel® Speed Shift Technology - Hardware P-state

• Why change:
  - Highly dynamic power – Multi core, AVX, accelerators
  - Small form factors → large turbo range
  - Smarter power management enables better choices
    ▪ Finer grain and micro architectural observability

• How:
  - Expose entire frequency range
  - A new deal - OS and hardware share power/perf. control
    ▪ OS direct control when and where desired
    ▪ Autonomous control by PCU elsewhere
Intel® Speed Shift Technology - Enumeration

- CPU ID and MSR IA32_HWP_STATUS
- Highest frequency\(^1\) – up to P0-1 core
  - Controlled by OEM: Turbo ratio Limit MSR and OC
- Guarantied frequency – resembles legacy P1
  - Controlled by configurable TDP, etc.
- Most efficient frequency (Pe) – calculated at run time
  - A function of system and workload characteristics
- Lowest frequency - in Skylake is set for 100MHz

\(^1\)Note: actual semantics is performance. Frequency used in Skylake is for convenience only.
**Intel® Speed Shift Technology - Control**

- **OS control via IA32_HWP_REQUEST MSR**
- **Minimum – QoS request, Maximum – Upper limit**
- **Skylake implements fully Autonomous P-state**
  - Demand Based algorithm with responsiveness detection
- **Desired – “Soft” request can be overwritten**
  - Desired == 0, Full range Autonomous
  - Desired != 0, Autonomous disable
- **EPP – Energy Performance Preference**
  - OS directive on energy efficiency preference
- **Intel® Speed Shift technology OS enabling**
  - Work in progress
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System Active Energy Efficiency

- Compute power $P \sim f^3$, Runtime $T \sim 1/f \Rightarrow$ Energy $E \sim f^2$
- Running fast and closing system power $\Rightarrow$ Energy $\sim 1/f$
- Total energy therefore have a global minimum $\Rightarrow P_e$
  - Function of System to compute power and workload characteristics
  - System configuration is set by BIOS
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Autonomous Algorithms – Low Range

• At low compute demand, frequency is lowered to conserve energy
• No benefit is running lower than $P_e$ and loose energy
  - Energy Aware Race to Halt (EARtH) unless critical power saving is needed
• Autonomous EARtH\(^1\) algorithm overrides low P-request – run at $P_e$
  - $P_e$ is calculated every mSec based on workload and system characteristics
  - EARtH only if possible to enter package sleep state (Consumer Producer)

Increased compute voltage and frequency comes at an energy cost
- If another component prohibits idle state – there is no reason to run faster
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Autonomous Algorithms – Consumer Producer

- Increased compute voltage and frequency comes at an energy cost
  - If another component prohibits idle state – there is no reason to run faster
Increased compute voltage and frequency comes at an energy cost
- If another component prohibits idle state – there is no reason to run faster

An example - consumer producer
- Example #1 – if the processor runs in the “shadow” of the graphics, system will not idle
- Example #2 – Demand based algorithms will make wrong P-state request

Autonomous algorithms detect these two profiles
Autonomous Algorithms – High Range

- Performance comes at an increased energy cost
  - Preference ($\alpha$) allows limiting the energy cost by limiting frequency ($P^{\alpha}$)
    - Semantics: frequency that meets $\Delta$Power/$\Delta$performance $\leq \alpha$
    - Controlled by an OS and user preference (e.g. max performance, balanced)
    - Function of workload characteristics (power and scalability)
Frequency Resolving

- Either desired request or autonomous set frequency demand
- Shaped by energy efficiency algorithms $P_e$ and $P^\alpha$
- OS Min and Max act as “brackets”
- Physical power or thermal condition can override performance control down
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Responsiveness

• Fast burst response while performing interactive work
  - Filter out short interrupts and repeated work such as Video playback
  - Filter cyclic workloads e.g. video playback
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100% utilization
Responsiveness

- Fast burst response while performing interactive work
  - Filter out short interrupts and repeated work such as Video playback
  - Filter cyclic workloads e.g. video playback
Autonomous Algorithm Benefits vs. Legacy

- Energy and performance benefits responsiveness and consumer producer
- Improved performance $\rightarrow$ shorter run time $\rightarrow$ better energy
  - Also improves platform energy
- Lower energy $\rightarrow$ cooler system

Note: Example only, tested on limited number of workloads and products.
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Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0

- Maximize user experience within system constraints
  - User experience:
    - Throughput performance
    - Responsiveness

---

Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0

- Maximize user experience within system constraints\(^1\)
- User experience:
  - Throughput performance
  - Responsiveness
- System constraints
  - Power, Thermal, Energy
  - Power delivery – wall outlet to die
  - Form Factor

# Power Control

## Taxonomy of controls:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Individual VR</th>
<th>Total SoC</th>
<th>Total platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Proactive**
  - A-priori: pre calculated before arch config. change and re-configures before change.
  - Power delivery

- **Reactive**
  - Respond to iMon/temp readings. Act after the fact at various time intervals – thermo mechanical limits

- Per VR – account for all blocks on the same VR

\[ \sum I_{VR} \]

- \( P_{sys} \) if exists
- PROCHOT if asserted
## Power Control Capabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Individual VR</th>
<th>Total SoC</th>
<th>Total platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>$\sum_{domains} I_{\text{Virus}}$</td>
<td>$\sum_{\text{All}<em>\text{VRs}} P</em>{\text{Virus}} (\text{PL4})$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>VR sustained: single current controller (PID)</td>
<td>PL1, PL2</td>
<td>P_sys PPL1, PPL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PL3</td>
<td>PPL3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note PL = Power Limit**

### Proactive control Features
- Configurable VR Topology (described to the PCU)
- Dynamic power range management
- Safe workload calculation before C/P-state change
- Total SoC (for battery & Brick) max Icc control
- VR Max Icc budgeting (Intel® Architecture vs. processor graphics)

*Max instantaneous current limit cannot be violated ever. Therefore the SoC will not run at a configuration that may, even rarely, violate that limit.*
## Power Control Capabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Individual VR</th>
<th>Total SoC</th>
<th>Total platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>$\sum_{\text{domains}} I_{\text{VR}}$</td>
<td>$\sum_{\text{All VRs}} P_{\text{VR}}$ (PL4)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>VR sustained: single current controller (PID)</td>
<td>PL1, PL2, PL3</td>
<td>P$_{\text{sys}}$ PPL1, PPL2 PPL3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reactive control Features

- **Battery protection - PL3**
- **Voltage Regulator sustained current - PL2**
- **Dynamic and average temperature response**
  - RATL – Rolling Average Temperature Limit
- **SoC and enclosure temperature - PL1**

### Attention given in SkyLake to the questions:
1. How to share the power budget between consumers
2. Optimize low power form factors
Balancer – Workload Aware Control

• Keeping balanced state under constraints:
  - Workload characteristics set compute and data transfer demand
  - Controlling the power while keeping the right balance
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SkyLake SoC Duty Cycling

- At small form factors – it may be needed to significantly reduce power
- Going below $P_e$ reduces power inefficiently – fixed power components
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Summary and Next Steps

• Intel® Architecture code name SkyLake is built for best user experience in a form factor

• Intel® Speed Shift Technology: performance, responsiveness and energy
  - Operating system vendors enabling
  - New dimensions of user visible value

• Rich set of controls allow OEM innovation
  - Allow design choices
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Risk Factors
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